
ROSETTES
Rosettes are decorative covers designed to conceal screw heads. Rosettes are included 
in the price of a plaque, but if you want special rosettes or replacements, contact your 
customer service representative for delivery information as not all rosettes are in stock. 

Materials
Prices are for both bronze or aluminum; rosettes are included in plaque price.

Finishes
Raised surfaces are highlighted to a satin or buffed finish. Specify one of our standard 
plaque colors depicted in the catalog or color chart: Light Oxide Stain, Dark Oxide Stain, 
Black, Metallic Grey, Dark Green or Natural Sandblast. Contact your customer service 
representative for custom colors, painted faux patinas or surfaces that are polished.          
R77 style rosettes are stamped in brass and are only available as natural brass or painted 
one of our standard colors.

Mounting Hardware
Rosette prices include only the rosette and a drive pin or a 6 ⁄ 32 machine screw. Add $5.50 
per piece for machine screws, wood screws or toggle bolts used to secure plaque onto a 
mounting surface. Add $.99 for each lead expansion sleeve or metal toggle wings required.

Style Size Price

R2 5/8” $15

R4 7/8” $23

R5 1 1/8” $20

R16 1 1/8” $23

R16 with 1” Star 1 1/8” $56

R32 7/8” $18

R48 1” $23

R54 11/16” $23

R57 9/16” $20

R60 2 1/2” $70

R69 1 1/2” $56

R74 11/16” $23

R77 5/8” $18

R95 1 3/8” $25

R99 1 3/8” $25

R123 1” $23

R1023 5/8” $23

R1184 7/8” $23

R2140 1 3/8” $26

RH 2” $56

Star 1 3/8” $48
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approximately their actual size.
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